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The youngest readers will love this interactive book with doors to slide and colorful trucks on every

page! Introducing different concepts from colors to occupations, this book is full of hidden surprises

and questions to encourage learning. For ages 2 and up!
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Basically I like the book, but some of the sliding windows are very difficult to open and some I

haven't been able to open yet, fearing I may damage the book. My grandson likes sliding open the

windows that do work. Nice bright colors and variety of vehicles.

Kids love books they can touch and move, so this one has been a hit over the years. So much so

that we bought this one as a gift for another child. It is very colorful and teaches the names of lots of

different trucks, colors, and drivers. It has 8 thick board pages and works in pairs so the left side of

the book has full pictures and names of the trucks and the right side is divided into four "windows"

with a name/color/picture/driver on the outside of the window and they slide it open to reveal the

truck.

My son loves this book. He has gotten where he will use the words "up" and "down" when sliding



the pieces. This is one of his favorite books that we always pack when we are going on a trip

because he likes it so much.

My 2 year old loves trucks and this is a great book to practice colors and match trucks., I would

recommend this book for any kids who like trucks.

Really cute book, great for tactile kids. My son loves to slide the panels, although they can be a bit

hard to grip and get stuck. Overall it's a nicely done book with a variety of vehicles and introduced

some vocabulary for young pre-readers.

My grandson is delighted with this book. The doors slide open easily and it seems sturdy enough to

withstand the occasional throwing of it across the room in an impulsive tantrum that only a 2 year

old has perfected. I love him so much!

We got this book for our truck-obsessed son when he was 18-months old and 6 months later it's still

one of his favorites. The nice colorful pictures will surely grab the attention of any young truck lover

Our 18 month old grandson loved sliding the pictures back and forth in this book of trucks. I can tell

that as he grows he will enjoy the picture association and will learn the word associations as well.

Really well made for heavy use.
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